Predictive model for designing soft-tissue mimicking ultrasound phantoms with adjustable elasticity.
The use of mechanically-representative phantoms is important for experimental validation in ultrasound imaging, elastography and image registration. This paper proposes a model to predict the elastic modulus of a soft tissue-mimicking phantom based on two very easily controllable parameters: gelatin concentration and refrigeration duration. The model has been validated on small and large-scale phantoms: it provides a good prediction of the elastic modulus in both cases (error<16.2%). The tissue-mimicking phantom is made following a low-cost and simple fabrication procedure using commercial household gelatin, with psyllium hydrophilic mucilloid fiber to obtain echogenicity. A large range of elastic properties were obtained (15kPa-100kPa) by adjusting the gelatin concentration between 5%(g/mL) and 20%(g/mL), and the refrigeration time of the sample between 2 hours and 168 hours, allowing to mimic normal and pathological human soft tissues. The phantom's acoustic properties (velocity, attenuation and acoustic impedance) are also assessed using the AIUM (American Institute of Ultrasound in Medicine) standard.